Multiple-projection display has been widespread with larger sizes, and the difficulty and cost of artificial debugging system of splicing have also increased. Targeting at this problem, the paper puts forward a selfadaption model of multiple-projection blended with geometric color. First of all, we generate geometric adaption as combinational optimization problem of space 9x-dimention. Then we apply simulated annealing method to approach the best solution. Next we use different cameras to measure outputting color space, by changing color model to solve the intersection of all the color spaces. Finally, we achieve the goals of making the inputting color consistent. The simulated experiment proves that, by means of self-adaption and selfcorrection, geometric color deviation has been optimized.
INTRODUCTION
The reason why large screen display becomes popular is that it provides wider range of information transformation. Visual presentation of high resolution can provide more accurate information and the visible information which is real and concrete can be acceptable and understood (Brown, Majumder and Yang, 2015) . With the development of electronic technique and semiconductor integrated technology, display technique has also changed a lot. However, the sizes of the screen are relatively backwards (Schikore, 2010) . Simply enlarging the sizes of the devices is costly and hard to popularize (Majumder and Stevens, 2014) . Using multiple screens to form a large screen display is the most common way nowadays (Huo and Jie, 2014) .
Multiple-projection seamless mosaic technology is mainly used for two difficult problems. One is geometric calibration, the other is color calibration. Raskar and others (Ramesh Raskar, Jeroen van Baar and Paul Beardsley, et al., 2013) put forward geometric joint technology based on camera, relying camera and inclination sensor, came up with the algorithm of self-recognition and self-configuration. Han Chen and others (Chen, Sukthankar and Wallace, et al., 2011) put forward the method of using multiple-camera to realize geometric calibration. Sun and others (Sun, Zhang and Jia, 2011) put forward a geometric correction on the basis of multiple-channel projection on curved surface. Shen and others (Shen, 2010) have conducted deep researches on multiple-projection self-joint technology. Zhang (Zhang, 2010) have conducted research on multiple-channel free projection technology. Jia (Jia, Xu and Song, 2013) and others conduct research on the brightness balance of the multiple-projection display as well as the color calibration on the basis of camera itself. Wang and others (Wang, Hua and Bao, 2007) have conducted research on whole color calibration of multiple-projection display. Besides, Ma (Ma, 2006) has focused on research of color calibration of multiple-projection joint system of the camera. Huang and others(Huang, Chen and Chen, 2007) apply method of Alpha blending to deal with projection overlap region and then conduct deep research. Alpha blending can effectively control the brightness of the blending areas so that intensity blending can be realized (Shen and Xin, 2014) . This paper, targeting at the problem of deficiency of current multiple-projection display and common technical solution, puts forward a self-adaption correction model of multiple-projection display on the basis of geometric color blending, and conducts simulated experiment on it to prove the efficiency of this model.
MULTIPLE-PROJECTION DISPLAY ON THE BASIS OF GEOMETRIC CORRECTION

Multiple-projection Display Model
To analyze and solve the problem, we should build mathematical models of the geometric relationship between large screen display. The main idea of geometric correction is: inputting geometric information of the projector and the screen, using three-dimensional technology to perform deformation on the input pictures, achieving the goals of offsetting image wrap created by the projector and the screen. The final goal is to make the projected image cover certain projection region of the screen.
The system is formed by m n  projectors, whose resolution ratio is ( , )
p p w h . The output resolution ratio of the system is ( , )
I I w h . The coordinate space of image display is composed of three parts: coordinates of the surface, coordinates of the projector and coordinates of the screen images.
Define the coordinate system of the system space as: the eye point is the left side of the coordinate system, which is shown as followed.
Figure 1. Projected coordinate system schematic
Eye point is a virtual point in the display system. Usually we choose the best position of the auditorium as eye point, which is right to the screen center.
The surface of the screen is curved, the point of which can be expressed by curved function ( , , ) 0 
According to polynomial function of the screen, we gain map of the function and the coordinates. Using homogeneous coordinates to show the map between the curved space and the coordinates of the image, which can be shown as
Among which
S I
H is nonlinear function and may be of one-surface, two-surface or beyond two-surface function.
The coordinates of the projector is the coordinate planes of the projected image, which can be presented as ( , ) We can get the coordinates in the screen image of every picture point ( , )
p p x y , the equation of which is:
We conduct inversion on the mapping function in equation (2) H on the projected image so the projected image can be project to a certain region.
Geometric Self-adaption Correction
We generalize geometric correction function as a nonlinear optimized problem of 9 N  dimensional space. Then we apply simulated annealing algorithm to solve it, the steps are:
(1) Gaining the initial solution of self-adaption geometric correction p H : according to the target region input by the users, we gain mapping matrix; the initial condition of the solution 0
, which is composed of N dimension vectors. To calculate the corresponding function ( ) E S of 0 S , which is the energy of the present system. Choosing an initial temperature T . The choice should be proved. If the initial temperature is too high, the iterations is too much, the time of solution is too long; otherwise, the iterations is too low and the time is too short. As a result, the optimal solution will not be gained and the correction accuracy will be affected.
(  is the energy differences between neighbor condition, T is current temperature, k is proportionality coefficient. The choosing of k coefficient has had a big influence on the speed of algorithm convergence and the times of comparing. We need to conduct experiment to find a proper value, in this paper, we choose 0.1 k  . (5) To judge whether the current value of target function satisfy the terminal condition, if ( ) t E S   , then the correction accuracy has reached the expected goals. The algorithm can quit.
(6) If the annealing condition can be satisfied, then channel to step (8).
(7) Back to (2), conduct complete annealing( the particle can be moved at certain level).
, among which 1 a  is the constant. This coefficient will affect the speed of the reduction. This paper will choose fixed coefficient 0.98 a  . Back to step (2) again, on the condition of temperature ( 1) T t  conducting annealing.
COLOR CALIBRATION BASED ON PERCEPTION FUSION
Building of Response Function of Projector Color
On the basis of multiple-projection display, the paper puts forward color calibration algorithm based on perception fusion. The basic idea is using camera shooting to record the projected image so as to calculate the color of the projector responding to the function. After gaining the color response function of the projector, we get the hang of the chromatic characteristic of the projector in its gamut. We seek the intersection on the color space of all the projectors on the basis of color response function, gaining the public color space, on the basis of which we optimize it by using color perception model.
Figure 2. Projector color appropriate
From figure 2, we can see that the shapes of function are very similar to each other, but the brightness of response in different position differ a lot. According to this conclusion, we conduct approximate treatment on color transfer function of the camera, and gain that:
Among which, ( ) i g C is nonlinear color change function, ( , ) H x y is surface brightness.
Figure 3. Different color difference Projector
From figure 3, we can see that color differences between different projectors may be big. Simply calculate public color space will lead to big losses of the whole system in contrast ratio and the display quality will be affected.
So we conduct modification on the equation above: Then we conduct calibration experiment on the complex figures, figure 6 is the projected result before geometric calibration while figure7 is the result after geometric calibration. 
Color Calibration Experiment
Then we conduct simulated experiment of color calibration on the optimized model. Figure 8 is the result before, figure 9 is that of after. From that we can conclude, the self-adaption model of multiple-projection with geometric color blending has effectively optimize the color deviation of the projector.
CONCLUSIONS
Seamless joint technology of multiple-projectors makes use of several projectors to present image, which can effectively enlarge display resolution ratio, has been a trend of large screen display technology. How to elevate the quality of joint image is the key to be mature. The letter, targeting at the common problem and the existed deficiency, puts forward a self-adaption model. The simulated experiment proves that the geometric color deviation of multiple-projectors has been optimized.
